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WARN winch
WARN mounting kit:

THE LEADER IN OFF-ROAD PRODUCTS SINCE 1948

Since developing the world's first locking hub in 1948,
Warn Industries has been the leader in manufacturing
essential off-road products and accessories. Today, Warn
Industries offers a full lineup of high-performance selfrecovery winches for trucks and SUVs, durable winch
mounting systems and body armor, plus off-road lights
and accessories. Revolutionary technology, efficient
designs, and legendary WARN dependability fuel the best
off-road products on the market.

WARN INDUSTRIES, INC.
12900 S.E. Capps Road
Clackamas, OR USA 97015-8903
1-503-722-1200 FAX: 1-503-722-3000
Customer Service: 1-800-543-9276
Dealer Locator Service: 1-800-910-1122

www.warn.com

Please call between 7:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Pacific Time, Monday through Friday.
The dealer locator service is 7 days per week and 24 hours a day.
© 2005 Warn Industries, Inc. WARN® and the WARN logo are trademarks of Warn Industries, Inc.

Engineered
to work together

9.5xp Extreme Performance Winch
offers the fastest line speed of any
WARN winch under full load.

16.5ti Thermometric Winch delivers the
highest pulling capacity of any truck
winch on the market today.

A POWERFUL WINCH DEMANDS A POWERFUL HOME
WARN® winches and WARN mounting kits are designed and
engineered together as a system to provide maximum pulling
power and withstand the particular stresses encountered in
winching operations. During winching, the WARN system is
designed to distribute the weight of the pulling load throughout the
vehicle's frame, providing extra stability and minimizing the
possibility of changing the alignment of your truck.

WARN engineers utilize computer-aided design programs to insure the
WARN Trans4mer mounting kit with a WARN winch fits the specific make
and model of your vehicle.

TESTED ON THE BENCH, TESTED IN THE FIELD
Together as a system, WARN winches and WARN mounting kits
are tested in the lab and in the field at the full rated winch
capacity. WARN engineers use these test results to design
industry-leading winch recovery systems that deliver the
performance you can count on when you need it most.
WARN mounting kits are tested with, and guaranteed to
accommodate, specified WARN winches only.
MANUFACTURED TO EXACT SPECIFICATIONS
WARN winch mounting kits are laser cut to the exact
dimensions of the make and model of your truck, shaped
on a computer controlled press machine, and robotically
welded for consistent results. They're also engineered
with factory bolt patterns to specifically accommodate
WARN winches.

Insist on a WARN
winch and a WARN
mounting kit to get
the maximum
performance from
your winch system.

